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(54) EDGE INJECTED SPEECH IN CALL CENTERS

(57) Methods, systems, and apparatus, including
computer programs encoded on a computer storage me-
dium, for receiving an input from an agent during a call
with a caller where the input directs one or more proces-
sors to inject a recorded statement in the agent’s voice
into the call, and where the recorded statement in the

agent’s voice is stored in a computer-readable file. Ob-
taining the recorded statement in the agent’s voice based
on data associated with the input and in response to re-
ceiving the input. And causing the recorded statement in
the agent’s voice to be inserted into a media stream of
the call.
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Description

BACKGROUND

[0001] Call centers are used to provide, among other
services, customer support, technical support, and prod-
uct/service ordering services to callers. Call center cus-
tomer service representatives (CSRs) may handle on the
order of ten to twenty thousand calls per year, or thirty
to sixty calls per day. Moreover, content of each call that
a CSR answers is repeated in all or most call center calls.
[0002] US2013003943-A1 discloses a method and
system for managing a plurality of simulated real-time
conversations simultaneously with a plurality of callers.
The disclosure includes personalizing a number of se-
lectable audio responses associated with a call script in
an agent-operator’s own unique voice, interacting with a
caller, and selecting an audio response for subsequent
presentation to the caller, from the selectable audio re-
sponses when operating in the agent-operator assist
mode. The call script includes a number of segments,
including segments associated with the selectable audio
responses. The interaction with the caller is selectable
among an automated mode, an agent-operator assist
mode, and an agent-operator mode.
[0003] US5544232 discloses an automatic call distrib-
utor connected with a plurality of agent telephonic sets
for audio communication with customers at customer tel-
ephonic sets of an external telephonic switching system,
visual displays on the agent telephonic sets for display
of information concerning customers with an automated
preannouncement system having a hard disk for storing
preannouncement voice messages in a voice of a par-
ticular agent, a sign-in code stored in a main memory of
the automatic call distributor associated with the partic-
ular agent, a key pad at the agent sets for entering in a
sign-in code, and a digital audio source card circuit for
playing a preannouncement voice message received
from the hard disk in the voice of the particular agent
associated with the sign-in code to a customer at a cus-
tomer set; connected by the automatic call distributor to
the agent set at which the sign-in code of the particular
agent has been entered.
[0004] US2003007612-A1 discloses a system for pre-
senting a recorded message on behalf of an agent re-
ceiving a call at an agent station in a call center, the agent
station having a telephony interface for receiving calls
and a personal computer with a video display unit, has
a telephony switching apparatus enhanced by a compu-
ter-telephony integration processor, an Interactive Voice
Response system executing a voice treatment option
software, coupled to the telephony switching apparatus
and the CTI processor; and a data repository having re-
corded messages stored on behalf of the agent and ac-
cessible to the CTI processor.; The CTI processor routes
incoming calls to the telephony interface for the agent,
uses data associated with the calls for selecting appro-
priate recorded messages, and causes, by controlling

the IVR, a retrieved recorded message to be played to a
caller upon the agent picking up the routed call. The sys-
tem is useful with both conventional telephone systems
and data network telephony, such as over the Internet.

SUMMARY

[0005] This specification relates to injecting speech in-
to call center calls.
[0006] Implementations of the present disclosure gen-
erally provide a call center agent (e.g., a CSR) with the
ability to inject stored speech into a media stream of an
ongoing call, and may, thereby, alleviate the agent of the
need to continuously repeat similar statements. More
specifically, injected speech is in the agent’s own voice,
as a recorded statement by the agent or by modulating
computer generated speech to mimic the agent’s voice.
Consequently, transitions between injected, recorded
speech and actual, real-time speech by the agent appear,
to a caller, as a seamless conversation; when in-fact the
agent is only uttering portions of the conversation and a
computing system is injecting other portions.
[0007] In general, innovative aspects of the subject
matter described in this specification can be embodied
in methods that include actions of receiving an input from
an agent during a call with a caller where the input directs
one or more processors to inject a recorded statement
in the agent’s voice into the call, and where the recorded
statement in the agent’s voice is stored in a computer-
readable file. Obtaining the recorded statement in the
agent’s voice based on data associated with the input
and in response to receiving the input, and causing the
recorded statement in the agent’s voice to be inserted
into a media stream of the call. Other implementations
of this aspect include corresponding systems, apparatus,
and computer programs, configured to perform the ac-
tions of the methods, encoded on computer storage de-
vices.
[0008] These and other implementations can each op-
tionally include one or more of the following features. The
data associated with the input may include data identify-
ing the agent from whom the input was received. Obtain-
ing the recorded statement in the agent’s voice may in-
clude the operations of identifying the recorded state-
ment in the agent’s voice from among a plurality of re-
corded statements recorded in voices of agents other
than the agent, and selecting the identified recorded
statement in the agent’s voice to be inserted into the me-
dia stream of the call.
[0009] The data associated with the input may include
data identifying a type of recorded statement in the
agent’s voice. Obtaining the recorded statement in the
agent’s voice may include identifying the recorded state-
ment in the agent’s voice from among a plurality of re-
corded statements in the agent’s voice based on the data
identifying the type of recorded statement, and selecting
the identified recorded statement in the agent’s voice to
be inserted into the media stream of the call.
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[0010] The data associated with the input includes call
data identifying another call with another caller into which
the recorded statement in the agent’s voice is to be in-
serted, and causing the recorded statement in the agent’s
voice to be inserted into a media stream of a call may
include causing the recorded statement in the agent’s
voice to be inserted into a media stream of the other call.
[0011] The operations may include providing a graph-
ical user interface including a plurality of options for in-
serting speech into call center calls for display to the
agent, where receiving the input from the agent may in-
clude receiving the input via the graphical user interface.
The data associated with the input may be generated
based on one or more options of the plurality of options
selected by the agent.
[0012] In general, other innovative aspects of the sub-
ject matter described in this specification can be embod-
ied in methods that include actions of receiving an input
from an agent during a call with a caller where the input
directs one or more processors to inject a recorded state-
ment in the agent’s voice into the call. Obtaining a voice
modulated statement based on data associated with the
input and in response to receiving the input, where the
voice modulated statement is computer generated
speech of the statement modulated with the agent’s
voice. And causing the voice modulated statement to be
inserted into a media stream of the call. Other implemen-
tations of this aspect include corresponding systems, ap-
paratus, and computer programs, configured to perform
the actions of the methods, encoded on computer stor-
age devices.
[0013] The data associated with the input may include
data identifying the call center agent from whom the input
was received. Obtaining the voice modulated statement
may include identifying voice modulation data associated
with the agent’s voice from among a plurality of voice
modulation data associated voices of agents other than
the agent, and selecting the voice modulation data as-
sociated with the agent’s voice with which to modulate
the computer generated speech of the statement. The
voice modulation data associated with the agent’s voice
includes a plurality of phoneme combinations of the
agent’s voice.
[0014] The data associated with the input may include
a textual representation of the statement. Obtaining the
voice modulated statement may include obtaining the
computer generated speech of the statement from a text-
to-speech conversion of the textual representation of the
statement, and causing the computer generated speech
of the statement from the text-to-speech conversion to
be modulated with the agent’s voice.
[0015] The data associated with the input may include
call data identifying another call with another caller into
which the voice modulated statement is to be inserted,
and causing the voice modulated statement to be insert-
ed into a media stream of a call may include causing the
voice modulated statement in the agent’s voice to be in-
serted into a media stream of the other call.

[0016] The operations may include providing a graph-
ical user interface including a plurality of options for in-
serting speech into call center calls for display to the
agent, and receiving the input from the agent may include
receiving the input via the graphical user interface. The
data associated with the input may be generated based
on one or more options of the plurality of options selected
by the agent.
[0017] Particular implementations of the subject matter
described in this specification can be implemented so as
to realize one or more of the following advantages. Im-
plementations may ease the burden on CSR of repeating
common statements in tens of thousands of calls per
year. Some implementations may reduce caller wait
times by permitting CSR handle portions of two or more
calls concurrently. Some implementations may create a
more consistent call center experience for callers.
[0018] The details of one or more implementations of
the subject matter described in this specification are set
forth in the accompanying drawings and the description
below. Other features, aspects, and advantages of the
subject matter will become apparent from the description,
the drawings, and the claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0019]

FIG. 1 depicts an example system in accordance
with implementations of the present disclosure.
FIG. 2 depict an example speech injection process
flow within the example system.
FIG. 3 depicts a timing diagram of example call cent-
er calls involving an example speech injection proc-
ess in accordance with implementations of the
present disclosure.
FIGS. 4A and 4B depict example graphical user in-
terfaces (GUI) in accordance with implementations
of the present disclosure.
FIGS. 5 and 6 depict an example processes that can
be executed in accordance with implementations of
the present disclosure.

[0020] Like reference numbers and designations in the
various drawings indicate like elements.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0021] Implementations of the present disclosure gen-
erally provide a call center agent (e.g., a CSR) with the
ability to inject stored speech into a media stream of an
ongoing call, and may, thereby, alleviate the agent of the
need to continuously repeat similar statements. More
specifically, injected speech is in the agent’s own voice,
as a recorded statement by the agent or by modulating
computer generated speech to mimic the agent’s voice.
Consequently, transitions between injected, recorded
speech and actual, real-time speech by the agent appear,
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to a caller, as a seamless conversation; when in-fact the
agent is only uttering portions of the conversation and a
computing system is injecting other portions.
[0022] Implementations of the present disclosure will
be discussed in further detail with reference to an exam-
ple context. The example context includes a financial
services call center. It is appreciated, however, that im-
plementations of the present disclosure can be realized
in other appropriate contexts (e.g., technical support call
centers, customer service call centers, telemarketing call
centers, and conference calling services). In addition, im-
plementations of the present disclosure will be discussed
in reference to "calls" (e.g., telephone calls) made to and
from a call center. Although discussed in reference to the
common telephone "call;" the implementations described
may be performed on any appropriate real-time duplex
communication media stream, which may be used to con-
tact a CSR at a call center. For example, implementations
described herein may be performed on any electronic
communications between a CSR and a caller including,
but not limited to, telephone, video telephone, chat (e.g.,
IM, Jabber), video chat (e.g., Skype, Facetime), internet
based meetings (e.g., WebEx), and conference call sys-
tems.
[0023] FIG. 1 depicts an example system 100 that can
execute implementations of the present disclosure. The
example system 100 is illustrated in a call center envi-
ronment, including callers 102, 104, a call center 106,
and one or more external systems 108. The call center
106 may be either an inbound, outbound, or blended call
center, for example, a customer service center, a product
or service order center, a technical support center, a tel-
ephone answering service, or a telemarketing center.
Callers 102, 104 may be, for example, customers or po-
tential customers seeking to purchase or support for var-
ious products or services. Callers 102, 104 also may be
potential prospects whom an organization (e.g., busi-
ness, non-profit organization, or political organization)
would like to contact.
[0024] Callers 102, 104 communicate with call center
106 using respective communication devices 112, 114
over network 110. In some examples, communication
devices 112, 114 can each include various forms of com-
munication devices including, but not limited to, a public
switched telephone network (PSTN) telephone, a voice
over IP (VoIP) telephone, a video phone, a handheld
computer, a cellular telephone, a smart phone, an en-
hanced general packet radio service (EGPRS) mobile
phone, or other appropriate communication devices. The
network 110 can include a large network or combination
of networks, such as a PSTN, a local area network (LAN),
wide area network (WAN), the Internet, a cellular net-
work, a satellite network, one or more wireless access
points, or a combination thereof connecting any number
of mobile clients, fixed clients, and servers. In some ex-
amples, the network 110 can be referred to as an upper-
level network.
[0025] Call center 106 may include, for example, one

or more network edge devices 116, a call center network
118, an automated menu system 122, an speech injec-
tion system 124, agents 120 (e.g., CSRs), and agent
workstations 126. In some examples, network edge de-
vice 116 is a network device used to provide an entry
point into a call center’s 106 internal network (e.g., call
center network 118) including, but not limited to, a server,
a router, a switch, a gateway, or other appropriate net-
work device or combination of network devices. In some
examples, automated menu system 122 can include a
touch-tone system, an interactive voice response system
(IVR), or any other appropriate caller menu system or
combination of automated caller menu systems.
[0026] Agents 120 may make and receive customer
calls at workstations 126. In some examples, a worksta-
tion 126 can include one or more computing devices and
one or more communication devices (e.g., similar to com-
munication devices 112 and/or 114 described above).
Computing devices can be any type of computing device
with which an agent 120 can access information related
to customer calls (e.g., customer account information,
marketing information, call lists, technical support infor-
mation, product information and/or service information).
Computing devices may include, but are not limited to,
one or more desktop computers, laptop computers, note-
book computers, tablet computers, and other appropriate
devices.
[0027] In some implementations, agents 120 and
workstations 126 may not be physically located at the
call center 106, but may be geographically remote from
the call center 106. For example, Agents 120 may work
from a home office and access call center network 118
over network 110 and via a virtual private network (VPN).
[0028] In some examples, external systems 108 are
third-party operated systems to which one or more call
center processing or data analysis operations can be out-
sourced by the call center 106. External system 108 may,
for example, perform operations such as fraud analysis,
speech injection services, voice-to-text services, and re-
al-time call analytics.
[0029] External system 108, automated menu system
122, and speech injection system 124 include computing
systems 130. The computing systems 130 can each in-
clude a computing device 130a and computer-readable
memory provided as a persistent storage device 130b,
and can represent various forms of server systems in-
cluding, but not limited to a web server, an application
server, a proxy server, a network server, or a server farm.
[0030] In some examples, implementations of the
present disclosure may be performed by a speech injec-
tion application. A speech injection application may be
stored at and executed by one or more computing sys-
tems 130 or workstations 126 such as, e.g., speech in-
jection system 124. Generally, for the purpose of this
disclosure, an example speech injection system will be
referred to as operating on speech injection system 124.
However, in some examples, a speech injection applica-
tion may be stored at and executed by multiple computing
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systems 130 and/or workstations 126. For example, a
speech injection application may include various mod-
ules stored on and executed by different computing sys-
tems 130 or workstations 126. For instance, user inter-
face modules may be stored at and executed by work-
stations 126, and a framework module may be stored at
and executed by computing systems 130 (e.g., speech
injection system 124). In some implementations, a
speech injection application may be one or more web-
based applications accessed and executed via call cent-
er network 118 and network 110. For example, a speech
injection system 124 may be external to the call center
106 (such as external system 108). In some examples,
the speech injection system 124 may be part of the call
center 106, but an agent 120 may be working from a
home agent workstation 126 external to the call center.
[0031] FIG. 2 depicts an example process flow for a
speech injection process 200 within the example system
100. The process illustrated in FIG. 2 is an example proc-
ess 200 performed by an example speech injection ap-
plication operating on system 100. In this example, a call
202 is received at a call center 106, and the call 202 is
transferred to a call center agent 120 through the call
center network 118. During the course of the call 202,
the speech injection system 124 receives an input 204
form an agent 120 to inject speech into the media stream
of the call 202. The speech injection system 124 obtains
a statement 206 in the agent’s 120 voice according to
the received input, and injects the statement 206 into the
media stream of the call 202.
[0032] In more detail, during state (A), call center 106
receives a call 202 from caller 102, and transfers the call
to an agent 120. For example, a call center’s 106 network
edge device 116 receives a customer call 202, passes
the call 202 to the call center network 118, where the call
202 is processed by the computing systems 130 (e.g.,
automated menu system) within the call center network
118, and is ultimately transferred to agent 120. As noted
above, the call 202 may be any appropriate real-time
duplex communication media stream which may be used
to contact a CSR (agent) at a call center. For example,
the call 202 may be performed on any electronic com-
munications between caller 102 and agent 120 including,
but not limited to, telephone, video telephone, chat (e.g.,
IM, Jabber), video chat (e.g., Skype, Facetime), internet
based meetings (e.g., WebEx), and conference call sys-
tems. In addition, the call may be a media stream of a
multicast communication (e.g., a conference call).
[0033] During state (B), system 124 receive an input
204 from agent 120 to inject speech into the media stream
of the call 202. The input 204 may be associated with
additional data (e.g., input data) including, but not limited
to, data indicating the identity of the agent providing the
input (e.g., an identity of an agent logged into the work-
station 126 from which the input 204 is received), data
identifying a type of statement 206 to inject into the call
202, and, in some implementations, data indicating a call
in which the identified statement is to be injected. The

statement 206 may be any phrase repeated often by the
agent 120, for example, a greeting (e.g., "Hello. Thank
you for calling USAA. My name is Daniel, how may I help
you."), a goodbye (e.g., "Thank you for calling USAA,
and have a good day."), a disclaimer (e.g., an insurance
or financial security purchase disclaimer), disclosure
messages, compliance messages, a conversation wrap-
up (e.g., conversation summary and goodbye), or any
other appropriate phrase, and may be indicated by the
statement type data. Consequently, having the ability to
inject statements 206 into calls 202 may reduce needless
repetition by call center agents 120, and may increase
overall efficiency of call centers by permitting agents 120
to interact with multiple callers 102, 104 concurrently. In
addition, the average handle time for calls may be re-
duced, and thereby, reduce the computing resources re-
quired to maintain and monitor queued calls. In some
examples, the statement 206 may be a recorded state-
ment in the agent’s 120 own voice. In some examples,
the statement 206 may be a voice modulated statement,
that is, computer generated speech modulated to sound
like the agent’s 120 voice.
[0034] The input data may be used by the speech in-
jection system 124 to identify and select the agent’s de-
sired statement 206 from among a plurality of statements
to be injected into the media stream of the call 202. For
example, the statement type data may identify a greeting
to be inserted into the media stream of the call 202. In
some examples, agent identity input data may be used
to identify recorded statements in the requesting agent’s
120 voice from among a plurality of recorded statements
in the voices of other agents in the call center. In some
examples, agent identity input data may be used to iden-
tify voice modulation data (e.g., phoneme data) associ-
ated with the requesting agent’s 120 voice from among
a plurality of voice modulation data associated with the
voices of other agents in the call center with which to
modulate a computer generated statement.
[0035] During state (C), the speech injection system
124 obtains the statement 206 as indicated by the input
204 to be injected into the call 202. For example, speech
injection system obtains a statement 206 as identified by
data associated with the input 204 and in voice of the
agent 120 who submitted the input 204. Then, during
state (D), the speech injection system 124 inserts (e.g.,
injects) the statement 206 into the media stream of the
call 202. The statement 206 is injected into the media
stream of the call 202 in real-time such that from the
caller’s 102 perspective the transition from conversation
with the agent 120 to the injected speech is seamless.
[0036] As noted above, in some implementations, the
statement 206 may be a recorded statement by the agent
120. The speech injection system 124 may, in such im-
plementations, identify and access the appropriate file in
which the recorded statement is stored, and inject the
recorded statement into the media stream of the call 202.
In such implementations, the agents working at the call
center 106 may record various statements that each
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agent often repeats; the speech injection system 124
may store the recorded statements, and inject the record-
ed statements into the appropriate agent’s calls.
[0037] As noted above, in some implementations, the
statement 206 may be a predefined computer generated
speech statement modulated with the agent’s 120 voice.
For example, in such implementations, the speech injec-
tion system 124 access a file containing a computer gen-
erated voice statement as identified by the input data
(e.g., a text-to-speech (TTS) conversion of a standard
call center greeting in a computer generated voice) and
modulate the computer generated voice statement with
the agent’s 120 voice such that the statement sounds as
if it was spoken in the agents voice. For example, the
speech injection system 124 may gather samples of the
agent’s voice to obtain a sufficient number of phoneme
combinations in order to synthesize the agent’s voice. In
some examples, the speech injection system 124 may
sample the agent’s voice during calls. In some examples,
an agent 120 may read one or more training paragraphs
designed to capture sufficient phoneme combinations to
effectively modulate a TTS voice to synthesize the
agent’s voice. In such implementations, statements 206
may be stored as text files, converted to speech as need-
ed using TTS techniques, and modulated with the appro-
priate agent’s voice. In addition, the statements 206 may
include a standard set of statements usable by all of the
agents 120 at the call center.
[0038] In some implementations, the input data in-
cludes text entered by the agent 120. The speech injec-
tion system 124 may convert the textual statement en-
tered by the agent into speech, e.g., using TTS tech-
niques, and modulate the speech with the agent’s 120
voice. Hence, in such implementations, agent’s 120 can
readily create customized statements 206 to be injected
into calls as the need arises.
[0039] In some implementations, a speech injection
application may permit an agent 120 to be involved in
multiple calls at one time. For example, an agent 120
may be finishing a conversation with a first caller (e.g.,
caller 102). The speech injection application may permit
the agent 120 to select a second call from a queue (e.g.,
a call from caller 104), and inject a statement 206 (e.g.,
a greeting in the agent’s voice) into the second call while
the agent 120 finishes the call with the first caller. In such
implementations, call indication data may be used to
identify the second call and insert the statement 206 into
the media stream of the second call.
[0040] FIG. 3 depicts a timing diagram 300 of example
call center calls involving example speech injection proc-
ess 200 in accordance with implementations of the
present disclosure. The timing diagram 300 includes ax-
es 301 representing the progression of time from left to
right and rows 302-306 representing utterances by caller
102, agent 120, and caller 104; and speech inserted into
calls by speech injection system 124. Furthermore, rows
302-303 together represent an example first call between
caller 102 and agent 120, and rows 303-306 together

represent an example second call between caller 104
and the same agent 120. Although speech injection sys-
tem 124 is shown twice, once in row 303 and once in row
305, the speech injection system 124 shown in both rows
303 and 305 represents the same speech injection sys-
tem 124. The speech injection system 124 is shown twice
to represent the speech injection system’s 124 role in the
first and the second call separately. That said, some im-
plementations might include multiple speech injection
systems 124.
[0041] The timing diagram 300 is further broken into
five time periods, T1-T5. During time period T1, the first
call, i.e., that between caller 102 and agent 120, is re-
ceived at the call center and agent 120 submits input
204a instructing the speech injection system 124 to insert
statement 310, e.g., a greeting in the agent’s 120 voice,
into the media stream of the first call. The transition be-
tween the inserted statement 310 in time period T1 and
the subsequent conversation between the agent 120 and
the caller 102 (e.g., as represented by the series of ut-
terances 312 by caller 102 and utterances 314 by agent
120) in time period T2 appears seamless to the caller
102 due to the statement 310 being in the agent’s 120
voice.
[0042] For example, the conversation during time pe-
riod T2 may be about purchasing shares of a financial
security, and therefore, the agent 120 may be required
to provide the caller 102 with a disclosure regarding risks
associated with such a purchase in order to finalize the
transaction. Therefore, during time period T3, agent 120
submits input 204b instructing the speech injection sys-
tem 124 to insert statement 316, e.g., a risk disclosure
in the agent’s 120 voice, into the media stream of the first
call. Again, because the statement 316 is in the agent’s
120 voice, the transition between the conversation in time
period T2 and the inserted statement 316 in time period
T3 appears seamless to the caller 102.
[0043] Then, knowing the call with caller 102 to be
nearing an end, agent 120 submits input 204c instructing
the speech injection system 124 to insert statement 318,
e.g., a greeting in the agent’s 120 voice, into the media
stream of the second call, i.e., that between caller 102
and agent 120, for instance, in preparation for answering
the second call from a call queue. As shown in the timing
diagram 300, the injection of statement 318 into the sec-
ond call occurs concurrently with a portion of the first call.
Consequently, the speech injection system 124 may per-
mit call center agents to manage at least portions of mul-
tiple calls simultaneously, e.g., speaking in one call while
injecting statements into another call. For example, as
shown in time period T4, caller 104 is listening to state-
ment 318 in the agent’s 120 voice while the agent 120
finishes the first call with caller 102 (e.g., as represented
by utterance 320 by caller 102 and utterance 322 by
agent 120).
[0044] Finally, during time period T5, agent 120 sub-
mits input 204d instructing the speech injection system
124 to insert statement 324, e.g., a goodbye in the agent’s
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120 voice, into the media stream of the first call, while
beginning a conversation with caller 104 (e.g., as repre-
sented by utterance 326 by caller 104 and utterance 328
by agent 120).
[0045] FIGS. 4A and 4B depict example graphical user
interfaces (GUI) 400 and 450 in accordance with imple-
mentations of the present disclosure. For example, GUI’s
400 and 450 may be included in a speech injection ap-
plication and displayed on agent workstations 126. Re-
ferring to FIG. 4A, GUI 400 includes an active call portion
402 and a call queue portion 404. The active call portion
402 may permit a user to inject speech into an active call,
e.g., a call center call in which the agent is actively par-
ticipating. The call queue portion 404 may permit a call
center agent to inject speech into one of multiple call
center calls waiting to be answered in a call queue.
[0046] The active call portion 402 may include call in-
formation 406 associated with an active call, a statement
type selection menu 408, and a speech injection control
410. While, the call queue portion 404 may include a call
queue selection menu 412, a statement type selection
menu 414, and a speech injection control 416. In some
examples, call information 406 can include, but is not
limited to, information such as a phone number of a caller
(e.g., 555-555-5555), the caller’s name (e.g., Ann John-
son), and an account number associated with the caller
(e.g., 153-40-123).
[0047] In some examples, as described above, an
agent may be permitted to select a specific type of state-
ment to be injected into either an active call or a queued
call using statement type selection menus 408 or 414.
For example, an agent may choose from a greeting state-
ment, a product purchase disclaimer, an insurance dis-
claimer, or a goodbye statement. Selection of the speech
injection control 410 may cause the speech injection ap-
plication to insert the selected statement (e.g., in menu
408) into the active call. When the agent selects speech
injection control 410 data defining the agent’s input may
be sent from an agent workstation to a speech injection
system. As noted above, the input data may include data
identifying the agent submitting the speech injection input
(e.g., so as to inject statements in the appropriate agent’s
voice). The input data also may include data identifying
the type of statement the agent wishes to inject into the
active call based on a selection statement type selected
in menu 408 (e.g., the highlighted purchase disclaimer
statement type).
[0048] In some examples, as described above, an
agent may be permitted to select a pending call in a call
queue in which to inject speech using menu 414. For
example, as described in reference to FIG. 3 an agent
may choose to inject speech into a call form a queue that
the agent will answer upon and in anticipation of the com-
pletion of an active call. In some implementations, the
agent may choose a call from a call queue menu 412
listing pending calls. In some implementations, the call
queue menu may include an amount of time that each of
the calls has been pending in the queue (e.g., the call

from 333-333-3333 has been pending in the queue for 6
minutes).
[0049] Selection of the speech injection control 416
may then cause the speech injection application to insert
the type of statement selected in menu 414 (e.g., a greet-
ing) into the call selected in menu 412 (e.g., the call from
phone number 333-333-3333). When the agent selects
speech injection control 416 data defining the agent’s
input may be sent from an agent workstation to a speech
injection system. The input data may include data iden-
tifying the call selected in menu 412 into which the state-
ment is to be injected. In addition, as noted above, the
input data may include data identifying the agent submit-
ting the speech injection input (e.g., so as to inject state-
ments in the appropriate agent’s voice). The input data
also may include data identifying the type of statement
the agent wishes to inject into the selected call in the
queue based on a selection statement type selected in
menu 414 (e.g., the highlighted purchase disclaimer
statement type).
[0050] Referring to FIG. 4B, GUI 450 is an example
GUI which may be used in implementations that use
agent voice data to modulate statements from computer
generated TTS speech to obtain voice modulated state-
ments synthesizing the agent’s voice, as described
above. GUI 450 is similar to GUI 400, but includes addi-
tional text entry boxes 452 and 454. The text entry boxes
452 and 454 may permit an agent to create statements
for injection into an active call (box 452) or a queued call
(box 454) in real-time. In other words, an agent may be
able to type a TTS message that will be modulated with
the agent’s voice for insertion into call center calls. For
example, an agent may enter (e.g., type) a textual state-
ment into one of text entry boxes 452 or 454 and upon
selecting one of speech injection controls 410 or 416
cause the textual statement to be converted to speech,
modulated to synthesize the agents voice, and inserted
into the media stream of a call (e.g., either an active call
or a selected queued call).
[0051] In some implementations, menus 408 and 414
may vary for each agent in a call center. That is, menus
408 and 414 may include fewer, additional, or different
statement types for different agents. For example, a GUI
400 or 450 for a call center agent who is not licensed to
sell or discuss insurance products may not include an
insurance disclaimer statement type. Similarly, for exam-
ple, a GUI 400 or 450 for a call center agent who is li-
censed to sell or discuss market securities may include
security risk disclaimer statement type. In some imple-
mentations, agents may be permitted to create person-
alized statement types, and therefore, menus 408 and
414 would include each agent’s personalized statement
types.
[0052] FIG. 5 depicts an example process 500 that can
be executed in accordance with implementations of the
present disclosure. In some examples, the example proc-
ess 500 can be provided as one or more computer-exe-
cutable programs executed using one or more computing
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devices. In some examples, the process 500 is executed
to insert recorded statements into a media stream of a
call center call. In some examples, the process 500 is
executed by a speech injection application executing on
a speech injection system.
[0053] An input from a call center agent is received
during a call between the agent and a customer (510).
The input directs one or more processors to inject a re-
corded statement in the agent’s voice into the call. In
response to receiving the input, a recorded statement is
obtained based on data associated with the input (520).
The recorded statement in the agent’s voice is stored in
a computer-readable file. The recorded statement in the
agent’s voice is caused to be inserted into a media stream
of the call (530). For example, instructions to insert the
recorded statement in the agent’s voice into the media
stream of the call may be provided to a computing system
(e.g., a network edge device) to cause the recorded state-
ment in the agent’s voice to be inserted into the media
stream of the call by the computing system (e.g., the net-
work edge device). In some examples, a speech insertion
system may insert the recorded statement in the agent’s
voice into the media stream of the call.
[0054] In some implementations, the recorded state-
ment in the voice of the call center agent who submitted
the input is obtained from a plurality of recorded state-
ments. Recorded statements in the plurality of recorded
statements may be recorded in voices of center agents
other than the call center agent who submitted the input.
Data associated with the input may include data identi-
fying the agent, which data may be used to identify one
or more recorded statements by the agent who submitted
the input. For example, the pre-records statements of
some or all of the agents who work at a call center may
be stored in electronic data storage (e.g., a database)
accessible to a speech injection system directly or via
one or more networks.
[0055] In some implementations, the recorded state-
ment in the voice of the call center agent who submitted
the input is obtained from a plurality of recorded state-
ments by the agent who submitted the input. Recorded
statements in the plurality of recorded statements may
various different types of recorded statements by the
agent (e.g., greeting, disclaimer, and goodbye state-
ments). Data associated with the input may include data
identifying the type of statement requested by the agent,
which data may be used to identify the type of statement
requested by the agent from among the plurality of re-
corded statements.
[0056] In some implementations, a recorded statement
may be inserted into a media stream of a call other the
call in which the agent was engage when the agent sub-
mitted the input, i.e., a call in a call center queue. In such
implementations, the data associated with the input may
include data identifying the other call in which the record-
ed statement is to be inserted, and which may be used
to identify the other call from among a plurality of calls in
a queue.

[0057] In some implementations, a GUI (e.g., GUI 400
and/or 405) including a plurality of options for inserting
speech into call center calls may be provided for display
to the agent. The data associated with the input may be
generated based on one or more options in of the plurality
of options in the GUI selected by the agent.
[0058] FIG. 6 depicts an example process 600 that can
be executed in accordance with implementations of the
present disclosure. In some examples, the example proc-
ess 600 can be provided as one or more computer-exe-
cutable programs executed using one or more computing
devices. In some examples, the process 600 is executed
to insert computer synthesized statements modulated
with an agent’s voice into a media stream of a call center
call. In some examples, the process 600 is executed by
a speech injection application executing on a speech in-
jection system.
[0059] An input from a call center agent is received
during a call between the agent and a customer (610).
The input directs one or more processors to inject a state-
ment into the call. In response to receiving the input, a
voice modulated statement is obtained based on data
associated with the input (620). The voice modulated
statement is computer generated speech of the state-
ment modulated with the agent’s voice. The voice mod-
ulated statement is caused to be inserted into a media
stream of the call (630). For example, instructions to in-
sert the voice modulated statement into the media stream
of the call may be provided to a computing system (e.g.,
a network edge device) to cause the voice modulated
statement to be inserted into the media stream of the call
by the computing system (e.g., the network edge device).
In some examples, a speech insertion system may insert
the voice modulated statement into the media stream of
the call.
[0060] In some implementations, the voice modulation
data associated with the voice of the call center agent
who submitted the input is identified and selected from
a plurality of voice modulation data associated voices of
call center agents other than the call center agent. The
voice modulation data associated with the agent may
then be used to modulate computer generated speech
of the statement that the agent wants to insert into the
call. Data associated with the input may include data
identifying the agent, which data may be used to identify
voice modulation data associated with the agent who
submitted the input. For example, voice modulation data
associated with the voices of some or all of the agents
who work at a call center may be stored in electronic data
storage (e.g., a database) accessible to a speech injec-
tion system directly or via one or more networks. In some
implementations, the voice modulation data associated
with the agent’s voice include a plurality of phoneme com-
binations of the agent’s voice.
[0061] In some implementations, a voice modulated
statement may be inserted into a media stream of a call
other the call in which the agent was engage when the
agent submitted the input, i.e., a call in a call center
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queue. In such implementations, the data associated with
the input may include data identifying the other call in
which the voice modulated statement is to be inserted,
and which may be used to identify the other call from
among a plurality of calls in a queue.
[0062] In some implementations, a GUI (e.g., GUI 400
and/or 405) including a plurality of options for inserting
speech into call center calls may be provided for display
to the agent. Some or all of the data associated with the
input may be generated based on one or more options
in of the plurality of options in the GUI selected by the
agent.
[0063] In some implementations, data associated with
the input includes a textual representation of a statement
that the agent wants to inject into a call. In some exam-
ples, the text be entered into a text box in a GUI by the
agent. Computer generated speech of the statement is
obtained from a text-to-speech conversion of the textual
representation of the statement. The computer generat-
ed speech of the statement is then modulated with the
voice modulation data of the agent’s voice.
[0064] A number of implementations have been de-
scribed. Nevertheless, it will be understood that various
modifications may be made without departing from the
spirit and scope of the disclosure. For example, various
forms of the flows shown above may be used, with steps
re-ordered, added, or removed. Accordingly, other im-
plementations are within the scope of the following
claims.
[0065] Implementations of the subject matter and the
operations described in this specification can be realized
in digital electronic circuitry, or in computer software,
firmware, or hardware, including the structures disclosed
in this specification and their structural equivalents, or in
combinations of one or more of them. Implementations
of the subject matter described in this specification can
be realized using one or more computer programs, i.e.,
one or more modules of computer program instructions,
encoded on computer storage medium for execution by,
or to control the operation of, data processing apparatus.
Alternatively or in addition, the program instructions can
be encoded on an artificially generated propagated sig-
nal, e.g., a machine-generated electrical, optical, or elec-
tromagnetic signal that is generated to encode informa-
tion for transmission to suitable receiver apparatus for
execution by a data processing apparatus. A computer
storage medium can be, or be included in, a computer-
readable storage device, a computer-readable storage
substrate, a random or serial access memory array or
device, or a combination of one or more of them. More-
over, while a computer, storage medium is not a propa-
gated signal; a computer storage medium can be a
source or destination of computer program instructions
encoded in an artificially generated propagated signal.
The computer storage medium can also be, or be includ-
ed in, one or more separate physical components or me-
dia (e.g., multiple CDs, disks, or other storage devices).
[0066] The operations described in this specification

can be implemented as operations performed by a data
processing apparatus on data stored on one or more
computer-readable storage devices or received from oth-
er sources.
[0067] The term "data processing apparatus" encom-
passes all kinds of apparatus, devices, and machines for
processing data, including by way of example a program-
mable processor, a computer, a system on a chip, or
multiple ones, or combinations, of the foregoing. The ap-
paratus can include special purpose logic circuitry, e.g.,
an FPGA (field programmable gate array) or an ASIC
(application-specific integrated circuit). The apparatus
can also include, in addition to hardware, code that cre-
ates an execution environment for the computer program
in question, e.g., code that constitutes processor
firmware, a protocol stack, a database management sys-
tem, an operating system, a cross-platform runtime en-
vironment, a virtual machine, or a combination of one or
more of them. The apparatus and execution environment
can realize various different computing model infrastruc-
tures, such as web services, distributed computing and
grid computing infrastructures.
[0068] A computer program (also known as a program,
software, software application, script, or code) can be
written in any form of programming language, including
compiled or interpreted languages, declarative or proce-
dural languages, and it can be deployed in any form,
including as a stand-alone program or as a module, com-
ponent, subroutine, object, or other unit suitable for use
in a computing environment. A computer program may,
but need not, correspond to a file in a file system. A pro-
gram can be stored in a portion of a file that holds other
programs or data (e.g., one or more scripts stored in a
markup language document), in a single file dedicated
to the program in question, or in multiple coordinated files
(e.g., files that store one or more modules, sub-programs,
or portions of code). A computer program can be de-
ployed to be executed on one computer or on multiple
computers that are located at one site or distributed
across multiple sites and interconnected by a communi-
cation network.
[0069] The processes and logic flows described in this
specification can be performed by one or more program-
mable processors executing one or more computer pro-
grams to perform actions by operating on input data and
generating output. The processes and logic flows can
also be performed by, and apparatus can also be imple-
mented as, special purpose logic circuitry, e.g., an FPGA
(field programmable gate array) or an ASIC (application-
specific integrated circuit).
[0070] Processors suitable for the execution of a com-
puter program include, by way of example, both general
and special purpose microprocessors, and any one or
more processors of any kind of digital computer. Gener-
ally, a processor will receive instructions and data from
a read-only memory or a random access memory or both.
Elements of a computer can include a processor for per-
forming actions in accordance with instructions and one
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or more memory devices for storing instructions and data.
Generally, a computer will also include, or be operatively
coupled to receive data from or transfer data to, or both,
one or more mass storage devices for storing data, e.g.,
magnetic, magneto-optical disks, or optical disks. How-
ever, a computer need not have such devices. Moreover,
a computer can be embedded in another device, e.g., a
mobile telephone, a personal digital assistant (PDA), a
mobile audio or video player, a game console, a Global
Positioning System (GPS) receiver, or a portable storage
device (e.g., a universal serial bus (USB) flash drive), to
name just a few. Devices suitable for storing computer
program instructions and data include all forms of non-
volatile memory, media and memory devices, including
by way of example semiconductor memory devices, e.g.,
EPROM, EEPROM, and flash memory devices; magnet-
ic disks, e.g., internal hard disks or removable disks; mag-
neto-optical disks; and CD-ROM and DVD-ROM disks.
The processor and the memory can be supplemented
by, or incorporated in, special purpose logic circuitry.
[0071] To provide for interaction with a user, implemen-
tations of the subject matter described in this specifica-
tion can be implemented on a computer having a display
device, e.g., a CRT (cathode ray tube) or LCD (liquid
crystal display) monitor, for displaying information to the
user and a keyboard and a pointing device, e.g., a mouse
or a trackball, by which the user can provide input to the
computer. Other kinds of devices can be used to provide
for interaction with a user as well; for example, feedback
provided to the user can be any form of sensory feedback,
e.g., visual feedback, auditory feedback, or tactile feed-
back; and input from the user can be received in any
form, including acoustic, speech, or tactile input. In ad-
dition, a computer can interact with a user by sending
documents to and receiving documents from a device
that is used by the user; for example, by sending web
pages to a web browser on a user’s client device in re-
sponse to requests received from the web browser.
[0072] Implementations of the subject matter de-
scribed in this specification can be implemented in a com-
puting system that includes a back-end component, e.g.,
as a data server, or that includes a middleware compo-
nent, e.g., an application server, or that includes a front-
end component, e.g., a client computer having a graph-
ical user interface or a Web browser through which a
user can interact with an implementation of the subject
matter described in this specification, or any combination
of one or more such back-end, middleware, or front-end
components. The components of the system can be in-
terconnected by any form or medium of digital data com-
munication, e.g., a communication network. Examples
of communication networks include a local area network
("LAN") and a wide area network ("WAN"), an inter-net-
work (e.g., the Internet), and peer-to-peer networks (e.g.,
ad hoc peer-to-peer networks).
[0073] The computing system can include clients and
servers. A client and server are generally remote from
each other and typically interact through a communica-

tion network. The relationship of client and server arises
by virtue of computer programs running on the respective
computers and having a client-server relationship to each
other. In some implementations, a server transmits data
(e.g., an HTML page) to a client device (e.g., for purposes
of displaying data to and receiving user input from a user
interacting with the client device). Data generated at the
client device (e.g., a result of the user interaction) can be
received from the client device at the server.
[0074] While this specification contains many specific
implementation details, these should not be construed
as limitations on the scope of any implementation of the
present disclosure or of what may be claimed, but rather
as descriptions of features specific to example implemen-
tations. Certain features that are described in this spec-
ification in the context of separate implementations can
also be implemented in combination in a single imple-
mentation. Conversely, various features that are de-
scribed in the context of a single implementation can also
be implemented in multiple implementations separately
or in any suitable sub-combination. Moreover, although
features may be described above as acting in certain
combinations and even initially claimed as such, one or
more features from a claimed combination can in some
cases be excised from the combination, and the claimed
combination may be directed to a sub-combination or
variation of a sub-combination.
[0075] Similarly, while operations are depicted in the
drawings in a particular order, this should not be under-
stood as requiring that such operations be performed in
the particular order shown or in sequential order, or that
all illustrated operations be performed, to achieve desir-
able results. In certain circumstances, multitasking and
parallel processing may be advantageous. Moreover, the
separation of various system components in the imple-
mentations described above should not be understood
as requiring such separation in all implementations, and
it should be understood that the described program com-
ponents and systems can generally be integrated togeth-
er in a single software product or packaged into multiple
software products.
[0076] Thus, particular implementations of the subject
matter have been described. Other implementations are
within the scope of the following claims. In some cases,
the actions recited in the claims can be performed in a
different order and still achieve desirable results. In ad-
dition, the processes depicted in the accompanying fig-
ures do not necessarily require the particular order
shown, or sequential order, to achieve desirable results.
In certain implementations, multitasking and parallel
processing may be advantageous.
[0077] The application also extends to the claims of
the parent applications filed, which are reproduced in
numbered statements below:

1. A computer-implemented method executed by
one or more processors, the method comprising:
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receiving, by the one or more processors, an
input from an agent, the input being received
during a call with a caller and the input directing
the one or more processors to inject a recorded
statement in the agent’s voice into the call, the
recorded statement in the agent’s voice being
stored in a computer-readable file;
in response to receiving the input, obtaining, by
the one or more processors and based on data
associated with the input, the recorded state-
ment in the agent’s voice; and
causing, by the one or more processors, the re-
corded statement in the agent’s voice to be in-
serted into a media stream of the call.

2. The method of statement 1, wherein data associ-
ated with the input includes data identifying the agent
from whom the input was received, and
wherein obtaining the recorded statement in the
agent’s voice comprises:

identifying the recorded statement in the agent’s
voice from among a plurality of recorded state-
ments recorded in voices of agents other than
the agent; and

selecting the identified recorded statement in
the agent’s voice to be inserted into the media
stream of the call.

3. The method of statement 1, wherein data associ-
ated with the input includes data identifying a type
of recorded statement in the agent’s voice, and
wherein obtaining the recorded statement in the
agent’s voice comprises:

identifying the recorded statement in the agent’s
voice from among a plurality of recorded state-
ments in the agent’s voice based on the data
identifying the type of recorded statement; and
selecting the identified recorded statement in
the agent’s voice to be inserted into the media
stream of the call.

4. The method of statement 1, wherein the data as-
sociated with the input includes call data identifying
another call with another caller into which the record-
ed statement in the agent’s voice is to be inserted,
and
wherein causing the recorded statement in the
agent’s voice to be inserted into a media stream of
a call comprises causing the recorded statement in
the agent’s voice to be inserted into a media stream
of the other call.

5. The method of statement 1, further comprising:

providing, for display to the agent, a graphical

user interface including a plurality of options for
inserting speech into call center calls,
wherein receiving the input from the agent com-
prises receiving the input via the graphical user
interface, and
wherein the data associated with the input is
generated based on one or more options of the
plurality of options selected by the agent.

6. A computer-implemented method executed by
one or more processors, the method comprising:

receiving, by the one or more processors, an
input from an agent, the input being received
during a call with a caller and the input directing
the one or more processors to inject a statement
into the call;
in response to receiving the input, obtaining, by
the one or more processors and based on data
associated with the input, a voice modulated
statement, the voice modulated statement being
computer generated speech of the statement
modulated with the agent’s voice; and
causing, by the one or more processors, the
voice modulated statement to be inserted into a
media stream of the call.

7. The method of statement 6, wherein data associ-
ated with the input includes data identifying the call
center agent from whom the input was received, and
wherein obtaining the voice modulated statement
comprises:

identifying voice modulation data associated
with the agent’s voice from among a plurality of
voice modulation data associated voices of
agents other than the agent; and
selecting the voice modulation data associated
with the agent’s voice with which to modulate
the computer generated speech of the state-
ment.

8. The method of statement 7, wherein the voice
modulation data associated with the agent’s voice
includes a plurality of phoneme combinations of the
agent’s voice.

9. The method of statement 6, wherein data associ-
ated with the input includes a textual representation
of the statement, and
wherein obtaining the voice modulated statement
comprises:

obtaining the computer generated speech of the
statement from a text-to-speech conversion of
the textual representation of the statement; and
causing the computer generated speech of the
statement from the text-to-speech conversion to
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be modulated with the agent’s voice.

10. The method of statement 6, wherein the data
associated with the input includes call data identify-
ing another call with another caller into which the
voice modulated statement is to be inserted, and
wherein causing the voice modulated statement to
be inserted into a media stream of a call comprises
causing the voice modulated statement in the
agent’s voice to be inserted into a media stream of
the other call.

11. The method of statement 6, further comprising:

providing, for display to the agent, a graphical
user interface including a plurality of options for
inserting speech into call center calls,
wherein receiving the input from the agent com-
prises receiving the input via the graphical user
interface, and
wherein the data associated with the input gen-
erated based on one or more options of the plu-
rality of options selected by the agent.

12. A system comprising:

a data store for storing data; and
one or more processors configured to interact
with the data store, the one or more processors
being further configured to perform operations
comprising:

receiving an input from an agent, the input
being received during a call with a caller and
the input directing the system to inject a re-
corded statement in the agent’s voice into
the call, the recorded statement in the
agent’s voice being stored in a computer-
readable file;
in response to receiving the input, obtaining,
based on data associated with the input, the
recorded statement in the agent’s voice;
and
causing the recorded statement in the
agent’s voice to be inserted into a media
stream of the call.

13. The system of statement 12, wherein data asso-
ciated with the input includes data identifying the
agent from whom the input was received, and
wherein obtaining the recorded statement in the
agent’s voice comprises:

identifying the recorded statement in the agent’s
voice from among a plurality of recorded state-
ments recorded in voices of agents other than
the agent; and
selecting the identified recorded statement in

the agent’s voice to be inserted into the media
stream of the call.

14. The system of statement 12, wherein the data
associated with the input includes call data identify-
ing another call with another caller into which the
recorded statement in the agent’s voice is to be in-
serted, and
wherein causing the recorded statement in the
agent’s voice to be inserted into a media stream of
a call comprises causing the recorded statement in
the agent’s voice to be inserted into a media stream
of the other call.

15. The system of statement 12, further comprising:

providing, for display to the agent, a graphical
user interface including a plurality of options for
inserting speech into call center calls,
wherein receiving the input from the agent com-
prises receiving the input via the graphical user
interface, and
wherein the data associated with the input is
generated based on one or more options of the
plurality of options selected by the agent.

16. A system comprising:

a data store for storing data; and
one or more processors configured to interact
with the data store, the one or more processors
being further configured to perform operations
comprising:

receiving an input from an agent, the input
being received during a call with a caller and
the input directing the one or more proces-
sors to inject a statement into the call;
in response to receiving the input, obtaining,
based on data associated with the input, a
voice modulated statement, the voice mod-
ulated statement being computer generat-
ed speech of the statement modulated with
the agent’s voice; and
causing the voice modulated statement to
be inserted into a media stream of the call.

17. The system of statement 16, wherein data asso-
ciated with the input includes data identifying the call
center agent from whom the input was received, and
wherein obtaining the voice modulated statement
comprises:

identifying voice modulation data associated
with the agent’s voice from among a plurality of
voice modulation data associated voices of
agents other than the agent; and
selecting the voice modulation data associated
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with the agent’s voice with which to modulate
the computer generated speech of the state-
ment.

18. The system of statement 17, wherein the voice
modulation data associated with the agent’s voice
includes a plurality of phoneme combinations of the
agent’s voice.

19. The system of statement 16, wherein data asso-
ciated with the input includes a textual representation
of the statement, and
wherein obtaining the voice modulated statement
comprises:

obtaining the computer generated speech of the
statement from a text-to-speech conversion of
the textual representation of the statement; and
causing the computer generated speech of the
statement from the text-to-speech conversion to
be modulated with the agent’s voice.

20. The system of statement 16, wherein the data
associated with the input includes call data identify-
ing another call with another caller into which the
voice modulated statement is to be inserted, and
wherein causing the voice modulated statement to
be inserted into a media stream of a call comprises
causing the voice modulated statement in the
agent’s voice to be inserted into a media stream of
the other call.

Claims

1. A computer-implemented method executed by at
least one processor, the method comprising:

receiving, by the at least one processor, instruc-
tions from a user directing the one or more proc-
essors to inject a recorded statement into an
electronic communication;
obtaining, by the at least one processor and
based on data associated with the instructions,
text data representing the statement;
in response to receiving the instructions, obtain-
ing, by the at least one processor, a voice mod-
ulated statement, the voice modulated state-
ment being computer generated speech of the
text data modulated with a user’s voice;
and causing, by the at least one processor, a
network device to insert the voice modulated
statement into the electronic communication.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the instructions are
received during the electronic communication, and
wherein causing the network device to insert the
voice modulated statement into the electronic com-

munication comprises causing the network device
to insert the voice modulated statement into a media
stream of the electronic communication.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein obtaining the voice
modulated statement comprises:

identifying voice modulation data associated
with the user’s voice from among a plurality of
voice modulation data associated voices of us-
ers other than the user;
and selecting the voice modulation data associ-
ated with the user’s voice with which to modulate
the computer generated speech of the state-
ment.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the voice modulation
data associated with the user’s voice includes a plu-
rality of phoneme combinations of the user’s voice.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein obtaining the voice
modulated statement comprises:

obtaining computer generated speech of the text
data from a text-to-speech conversion of text da-
ta representing the statement; and
causing the computer generated speech of the
statement from the text-to-speech conversion to
be modulated with the user’s voice.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the data associated
with the instructions includes electronic communica-
tion data identifying another electronic communica-
tion into which the voice modulated statement is to
be inserted, and wherein causing the voice modu-
lated statement to be inserted into a media stream
of the electronic communication comprises causing
the voice modulated statement in the user’s voice to
be inserted into a media stream of the other elec-
tronic communication.

7. The method of claim 1, further comprising: providing,
for display to the user, a graphical user interface in-
cluding a plurality of options for inserting speech into
electronic media streams, receiving, from the graph-
ical user interface, a text message from the user,
wherein the text message is the text data represent-
ing the statement to be inserted into the electronic
communication.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein obtaining text data
representing the statement comprises obtaining,
from among a plurality of text files, a text file contain-
ing the text data representing the statement based
the data associated with the instructions.

9. A system comprising:
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at least one processor; and a data store coupled
to the at least one processor having instructions
stored thereon which, when executed by the at
least one processor, causes the at least one
processor to perform the method of any preced-
ing claim.
receiving instructions directing the one or more
processors to inject a statement into an elec-
tronic communication;
obtaining, based on data associated with the in-
structions, text data representing the statement;
in response to receiving the instructions, obtain-
ing a voice modulated statement, the voice mod-
ulated statement being computer generated
speech of the text data modulated with a user’s
voice; and causing a network device to insert
the voice modulated statement into the electron-
ic communication.

10. A non-transitory computer readable medium storing
instructions that, when executed by one or more
processors, cause the one or more processors to
perform the method of any one of claims 1 to 8.
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